IS PAINTING DEAD? ARTISTS TALK ON ART MAY 16
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The subtitle of t.his panel, "Is
Jerking Off Getting Out of Hand?"
could mean "Once you've seen one
jerk-off in an art context, you 've
seen them all, so a painting
Rennaissance is inevitable." Or,
contrarily, "Painting itself is the
equivalent of jerking off, so why
paint?" In either case, if you 've
been waiting tensely for the verdict,
the panelists agreed that painting
is not now, nor is it likely to be
dead. (In fact, one assumes that
the 4 psinters convened in order to
reach such a conclusion). It did
however tske them 3/4 of the evening
to start to explain why.
For openers, the now-infamous
query was projec ted onto the screen :
"Art Forum wishes to ask you as a
painter what you consider to be the
prospects of painting in this decade...
those understood to be making the
'inevitable next step' now work with
any material but paint ... " A show
of panelists ' slides with commentary
by each was followed by talk of THE
LETTER, THE CRITICS, THE ARTICLE
(Tom Wolfe' s), OTHER PAINTERS, and
THE SITUATION.
THE LETTER--SMITH: It' s a love
le:ter from Art Forum-- the kind you'd
wrJ.te at the end of a long marriage.
But the language is so literary-intellectual ethnic--not words I've
ever heard artists use. WIEGAND :
Is Art Forum dead? They never had
to fish before. They came on
BangBang!
THE ARTICLE--KRUSHENICK: I have
NEVER been to a part y at Ethel Scull's.
SHEDLETSK!: It 's a tantrum by an
essentially lite rary person who
doesn't "get" art. WIEGAND: There
was a bit of truth on s~me levels
and that made everybody a little
uncomfortable, but he stretched it.
THE CRITICS--KRUSHENICK: I've
enjoyed a certain amount of honesty
from Harold Rosenberg . He admitted

the critic is finished. Greenberg
(apologe tic tone) has been a constant
champion of the abstract idea in art
SHEDLETSKY: The critics can tie up'
Brice Marden with Pragonard. WIEGAND:
Rosenberg said "It may be time t o
abandon, not art, but art critiCism,
which has become little more than a
shopping list."
OTHER PAINTERS--CHERNOW: Who are
the painters today that keep painting
alive? KRUSHENICK: Jasper Johns
hasn't given us a new image in years
(my wife y ill kill me for saying
this) ... Stella is still about making
art, and I respect him trememdously
for that try, whether it succeeds or
fails. A lot of people just give
us bricks and bunny rabbits. Noland
is still making a fantastic try at
making art ... Richard Lindner , Alfred
Jensen, Yrissary, Jo Baer. WIEGAND :
0' arcangelo, Chuck Hinman . AUDIENCE:
I don't hear any names of new people
keeping painting alive . WIEGAND:
There doesn ' t have to be something
new every week. SHEDLETSKY: Heroes
on· ~ come a~ong as often as Art Forum
would have us think. Thev change
geniuses every week . KRUSHENICK:
Work today is all intellect no
passion. Anyway, all artis~s are not
created equal.
THE SITUATlON-- CHERNOW: Will new
technOlogy replace painting , or
co- exist? WIEGAND: No one got
excited when Rauschenberg got involved
~ith dance. No one's going to get
excited when I get into video. SMITH :
There's a tendency to want to perform,
to go where the action is. SHEDLETSKY:
I si t in front of all those tapes and
get terribly bored. I want to go
home and yatch television. AUDIENCE:
If painting is dead, it 's dead in
the colleges. KRUSHENICK:
On 50%
of any given faculty you have this
meatball who makes a (lousy) watercolor
every 2 years. And he has an enormous
amount of power . AUDIENCE A:
Is
art dead? AUDIENCE B: That's next
weekI AUDIENCE C: Art has never been
more alive. It's travelling in all
directions. They're waiting for that
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AUDIENCE:
Is the idea allimportant? Ar e the hands that produce
the idea interchangeable, or does art
lose in translation? KRUSHENICK:
They had assistants 400 years ago .
BUT I LOVE THE ACT OF PUTTING PAINT
ON CANVAS! I even stretch and prime
the canvases myself. There ' s a
deliCiOUS, beautiful factor to running
a brush acros.s a surface. I don't
want to relegate that to someone else.
If I did, I ' d be standing around all
day watching the schmuck. SHEDLETSKY :
Works of a certain type, ego Judd's,
don't suffer from fabrication . But
you couldn't imagine getting someone
else to do a de Kooning.
(Soon thereafter an authentic
screaming match between Krushenick
and a fellow in the audience who
seemed not to care for abstract art
at-te!lted to -~he-success of the panel
and the vigor of the feelings involved).
KRUSHENICK AND FELLOW: (Incoherent).
·KRUSHENICK: Fuck you. FELLOW:
Your art lacks passion. It's an
intellectual color exercise . It's
like wrapping paper. CHERNOW:
(calmly): Do any of you ever snesk
off into a room a do a little still
life, or something? KRUSHENICK:
Figurative painting outsells abstract
painting 6 to 1. I turned from it
and never looked back. I want to die
with my finger on the pulse of the
21st century. In a strange yay it's
the most delectable life style I've
ever encountered. If you never get
any success in your life, you could
say on your deathbed, "I've had a
wonderful life!"
Conclusion: Art Forum can't be
dead because artists hate it so
much (and read it so much), and
painting can't be dead because
artists love it so much (and do it
so much).
- -Judy Seigel
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SUMMERART - Free 6 ,,!eek workshops ~.,
.
starting July 8 in painting, sculpture ,
and print making being offered by the
Queens Museum for 8 - 17 year olds.
For enrollment information call
Janet Phillips, 592-2405.
Needlework, Needlework documentation
(photographs, books, patterns,
needlework artists' diaries, etc.)
and interviewing of needle artists
in your community needed for the
collection and oral history archives
of Center for the History of American
Needlework, 5660 Beacon St., Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15217.
ECSTASY - new feminist published nonsexist erotic journal needs graphics.
photography, fiction, poetry , fantasy.
Fifty percent of their profits will
be paid to contributors. New Time Press,
Box 921, Half Moon Bay, Calif. 94019.
AFFIRMAtIONS - Collecting portraits
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in celebration of IWY and the
Bicentennial. Affirmations, Box 134
Shenorock, NY, 10587.

